
KitchenAid
1.7 L Food Processor 5KFP0719

• 1.7 L Food Processor with reduced footprint, 
smooth finishes, twist-free design,  
one-click bowl assembly and latched lid
Easy set-up, usage and cleanability
Fresh prep with precision every day

• Illuminated LED-controls with 3 easy-press speed 
paddles options (high, low and pulse)
To handle a variety of ingredients with precision
For simple operations

• Multi-use accessories such as multi-purpose and 
dough blades, reversible medium (4 mm) slicing/
shredding and thick (6 mm) slicing only discs
Chop, purée, knead, mix, shred, and slice with 
simplicity, everything from cucumbers to tomatoes, 
cheeses and more, knead pizza and bread doughs

• 2-in-1 feed tube located on the lid with small 
pusher featuring a small oil drizzle opening
To process a variety of shapes and sizes
For emulsifying sauces and dressings

• KitchenAid brand’s most in-bowl compact 
accessory storage, and convenient under base 
cord wrap 
Easy storage of the blade, disc and other 
accessories fitting in the bowl when not in use 
in the bowl
Allows to store the food processor easily on the 
countertop

• Sealed lid, leak-resistant work bowl with sealed 
handle and interlock, rounded edges and smooth 
finishes
For easier clean-up
Bowl, lid and accessories are dishwasher-safe 

EMPIRE RED ALMOND CREAM MATTE BLACK ONYX BLACK CHARCOAL GREY
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KitchenAid 1.7 L Food Processor 5KFP0719

TECHNICAL DATA
Wattage 250 W
Motor DC
Voltage 220 - 240 V
Frequency 50/60 Hz
RPM 750 - 1,500
Pulse 2,800
Material body Plastic
Material bowl Plastic BPA-free
Material blades Stainless steel
Material discs Stainless steel
Product dimensions H x W x D 39 x 19.5 x 19.5 cm
Packaging dimensions H x W x D 40.9 x 31.5 x 24.6 cm
Master pack dimensions H x W x D 42.6 x 52.8 x 32.6 cm
Master pack 2 units
Net weight 2.9 kg
Gross weight 3.9 kg
Master pack gross weight 8.5 kg
Cord length 91.4 cm
Country of origin China

REFERENCE COLOURS EAN EAN Master 
pack

5KFP0719EER EMPIRE RED 5413184603298 5413184603458
5KFP0719BER EMPIRE RED 5413184603335 5413184603496
5KFP0719EAC ALMOND CREAM 5413184603304 5413184603465
5KFP0719BAC ALMOND CREAM 5413184603342 5413184603502
5KFP0719EBM MATTE BLACK 5413184603311 5413184603472
5KFP0719BBM MATTE BLACK 5413184603359 5413184603519
5KFP0719EOB ONYX BLACK 5413184603052 5413184603076
5KFP0719BOB ONYX BLACK 8003437601156 8003437601163
5KFP0719EDG CHARCOAL GREY 8003437238901 8003437238918
5KFP0719BDG CHARCOAL GREY 8003437238925 8003437238932

Multi-purpose blade
To chop, mince or purée cheese, chocolate, 
fruits, fresh herbs, nuts, tofu and vegetables.
To mix pasta sauce, pesto, salsa, sauces, 
batters and doughs.
Made out of stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Dough blade
To knead yeast doughs quickly and 
thoroughly.
Do not use more than 710 ml of flour 
for the best results.
Dishwasher-safe.

Reversible 4 mm medium 
slicing/shredding disc
To shred potatoes, soft vegetables, cabbage, 
cheese, chocolate, hard fruits and hard 
vegetables.
To slice soft fruits, potatoes, tomatoes, soft 
vegetables, cheese, chocolate, hard fruits 
and hard vegetables.
Dishwasher-safe.

6 mm thick slicing only disc
To slice soft fruits, potatoes, tomatoes, soft 
vegetables, cheese, chocolate, hard fruits 
and hard vegetables.
Dishwasher-safe.

1.7 L BPA-free work bowl with drive pin
Dishwasher-safe.

Hinged lid with 2-in-1 feed tube 
and 2-piece food pusher
The hinged lid is locked by means of a latch.
Use the small feed tube and pusher to 
process small or slender items, like single 
carrots or celery stalks.
To slowly drizzle oil into ingredients, fill the 
small pusher with the desired amount of oil. 
A small hole in the bottom of the pusher will 
drizzle the oil at a constant rate.
Dishwasher-safe.

Drive adapter
To use with all blades and discs mounted 
on the drive pin in the bowl.
Dishwasher-safe.

STANDARD ACCESSORIES


